Statement of Interest for RSSAC Caucus

Name: Jaap Akkerhuis

Affiliation and current position: NLnet Labs, Research Engineer

Relevant qualifications

• DNS experience since early 80s last century
• Nameserver software development
• NLnet Labs did various studies on IPv6 & DNSSEC roll-out for the root

Motivation for membership in the Caucus

• Long standing interest in root-server operations
• NLnet Labs implements software used by some of the root server operators and close contact to these helps to understand the specific needs of the root server operators.

Indication of availability

• I can work on RSSAC documents for about 8 hours/month an will available for most caucus phone conferences.

Formal roles and interests in the work of RSSAC

• DNS-WG co-chair
• SSAC member
• Member ISO 3166/MA
• Member of ccNSO Framework of Interpretation WG (FOIWG)

Links where appropriate

<https://community.icann.org/display/gnsosoi/Jaap+Akkerhuis+SOI>